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Introduction

Structural data and thin section interpretations that have been achieved, measured and collected in the course of the PhD project Diss ETH No. 15598 (Maxelon, 2004) are contained
in an MS Access database that is presented here. The database also contains numerous
data from other workers from the area of the Central Alps of Switzerland. It can be set
up on a standard PC system (compare chapter 2) as described in chapter 3. Its design
corresponds to the database design suggested for a 3D-modelling workflow in complexly deformed zones at mid-crustal levels (as described in part II of Maxelon, 2004). A collection
of field photographs comes along with the database so as to impart knowledge about the
actual field relationships to the reader (see also page 5, chapter 3 and page 7, chapter 4).
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Prerequisites

The database requires Microsoft Access as database management system (version: Office 2000 or newer). The database has been designed on a Windows system. It was never
checked in how far the database works on other operating systems (Macintosh, Unix, Linux
etc.). The total size of the database is less than 3 MB. Therefore the requirements as to
working memory and harddisk size are minimum and should not cause problems on modern
computer systems.
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Setting up the database

Since the database works with a user account system it has to be set up as follows:
1. Download the zip-archive named DissETH15598 Datenbank.zip.
2. Extract both files contained in the zip-archive (i.e. Structural data used in the PhD
thesis of Michael Maxelon.mdb and Secured.mdw ) into the same folder 2 on your
computer.
3. When asked for the location of the item please specify ”C:\Program Files\Microsoft...
...Office\Office\MSACCESS.EXE”3 ”YourFolder \Structural data used in the PhD...
...thesis of Michael Maxelon.mdb” /WRKGRP ”YourFolder \Secured.mdw”.
4. Create a shortcut on your computer’s desktop (right mouse click in the desktop
area → New → Shortcut).
5. Now double-click the shortcut you just created. You will be prompted to specify a
user name (which is StructureUser ; see Fig. 1) and a password (which is
LeponTine). Password and user name are case-sensitive.

Figure 1: Logon screen for the database, when set up as described in chapter 3.

6. Images showing the field relationships for some locations that have been examined
during field work are contained in the zip-archive named
DissETH15598 FieldWorkPictures.zip (for information about how to compare the
image files to the locations described in the database see page 7).
2

This specific folder will from now on be called YourFolder.
This is typically the folder, in which the MS Access executable is located. If your system is set up
differently, please specify your specific location for MS Access instead.
3
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What’s available?

The data stored in the database are fully visible either in the Location Form (Fig. 2), in
the Thin Section Form (Fig. 3) or in the single tables that the database consists of. New
data can also be introduced into the database. Therefore it can be used for the storage of
own data of every user. However, the data cannot be deleted and the design of existing
forms or queries cannot be changed. New queries and reports can easily be created with
the built-in wizards of MS Access.

Figure 2: The Location Form (to the right) of the database opens immediately when user
has logged on to the database (see Fig. 1, page 5). The Thin Section Form (Fig. 3) opens
when the button in the right part of the Location Form is toggled.

The data stored in the database are:
Location details are described in the top area of the Location Form. They consist of
unique characteristics of every location like coordinates, outcrop quality, worker,
lithology, assignment to a major tectonic unit and possibly relevant additional information.
Planar fabrics like foliation or bedding can be read in the Planar Fabrics Subform 4 . The
location number links to the location number specified for the location details. The
4

All subforms form part of the Location Form.
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Figure 3: The Thin Section Form is open. The respective thin sections themselves are
archived in the Belegsammlung of the Department of Earth Sciences at ETH Zürich.

other data correspond to the typical data recorded with respect to structural geology
field work in polyphasely deformed areas. When entering data, the fabric type can
be selected from a number of predefined fabric types.
Linear fabrics like fold axes or roddings are displayed in the Linear Fabrics Subform.
Again, when entering data the fabric type can be selected from a number of predefined
fabric types.
Vergences of parasitic folds and data relevant for their interpretation (like the viewing
direction) are displayed in the Vergences Subform.
The Samples Subform allows to read or enter the IDs of possibly collected samples.
The Picture Subform allows to read or enter the IDs of photos taken during field
work as well as the respective viewing direction (e.g. toward 160◦ ). The picture numbers of existing data correspond to the file names of data contained in
DissETH15598 FieldWorkPictures.zip (compare page 5).
The direction to the next major synform is entered into or read from the Synform
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Direction Subform. This data relates closely to the data entered in the Vergences
Subform and is explained in Fig. 4.
Information about shearing or faulting is entered into or read from the Shear Sense
Subform.
The Thin Section Form shows results from the examination of thin sections. The form
picks up the sample names from the existing set of samples as entered in the Samples
Subform.

Figure 4: Relevant parameters to be recorded in the field with respect to an isoclinal
parasitic fold. Directions to adjacent major syn- and antiforms, fold axis, fold axial plane
(parallel to a possible newly formed foliation Sn+1 ) and dominant orientation of the folded
planar fabric (Sn ) are illustrated. Sketch shows a situation after deformation phase Dn+1 .
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Warranty and Liability

Disclaimer of warranty
Since the Software is provided free of charge, it is provided on an as is basis, without
warranty of any kind, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement. The entire risk as to the quality and
performance of the Software is borne by the user. Should the Software prove defective, the
user will assume the entire cost of any service and repair.
Limitation of liability
Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, tort, contract, or otherwise, shall the
author be liable to the user or any other person for any indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential damages of any character including, without limitation, damages for loss of
goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial
damages or losses.
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